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Abstract
Recently the areas of Planning and Scheduling in Artificial Intelligence have witnessed a big push toward their
integration in order to solve complex problems. These problems require both reasoning on which actions are to be
performed as well as their precedence constraints (planning) and the reasoning with respect to temporal constraints
(e.g., duration, precedence, deadline); those actions should satisfy the resources they use (scheduling).
This paper describes IPSS (Integrated Planning and Scheduling System), a domain independent solver that
integrates an AI planner, that synthesizes courses of actions, with constraint-based techniques that reason based upon
time and resources. IPSS is able to manage not only simple precedence constraints, but also more complex temporal
requirements (as the Allen primitives) and multicapacity resource usage/consumption. The solver is evaluated against
a set of problems characterized by the use of multiple agents (or multiple resources) that have to perform tasks
with some temporal restrictions in the order of the tasks or some constraints in the availability of the resources.
Experiments show how the integrated reasoning approach improves plan parallelism and gains better makespans
than some state-of-the-art planners where multiple agents are represented as additional fluents in the problem
operators. It also shows that IPSS is suitable for solving real domains (i.e. workflow problems) because it is able
to impose temporal windows on the goals or set a maximum makespan, features that most of the planners do not
incorporate yet.
Index Terms
Planning, Scheduling, Temporal Reasoning, Constraint Satisfaction Problem.
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IPSS :

a Hybrid Approach to Planning and
Scheduling Integration
I. I NTRODUCTION

P

LANNING and Scheduling have always been two very related but separate areas. Since some
problems allow a strict separation between planning and scheduling, a possible approach to solve

the complete planning problem (a valid plan with temporal and resource information) consists of assigning
time and resources (using a scheduler) to the selected and ordered activities (generated by a planner).
However, in other cases close to real applications, resource assignments affect the selection and ordering
of activities, and the problem is hard to solve by a simple sequencing of planning and scheduling. For
this motivation, the Artificial Intelligence (AI) community is showing an increasing interest in integrating
features from both fields in order to define new algorithms which are able to find better quality solutions
or to solve planning problems, with time and resource constraints, which cannot be easily solved by
state-of-the-art planners.
Generally, in AI the term planning is used to describe the construction of a sequence of formallydescribed world-states. A planning domain consists of a set of operators or action types. In AI planning
systems, world states are often described in terms of predicates (fluents). The best-known formalism for
planning is

STRIPS

[17], now represented in the standard language

PDDL 3

[20], in which operator effects

are defined by an add list of fluents which become true when the operator is executed, and a delete list
of fluents which become false when the operator is executed. Problems that planners have when dealing
with time and resource constraints relate to the fact that although the time representation (e.g., durative
actions) has been one of the main objectives in the language for the International Planning Competitions 1 ,
resource constraints are not modelled and handled differently from the rest of planning knowledge. In
addition, solving time-resource dependent tasks implies the use of some measure of optimality, such as
makespan, and there are few planners that can handle optimality criteria (though more and more planners
are now incorporating some way of handling them, such as [15], [21], [22], [24], [37]).
Scheduling is an optimisation task where limited resources are allocated over time among a partially
1
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ordered set of activities such that an objective function is optimized. From this perspective, the integration
of Planning and Scheduling systems provides an alternative way to deal with planning problems with time
and resource constraints. In fact, the problem can be addressed in two ways:
•

representing resource constraints within a

STRIPS-like

formalism adding fluents to the domain de-

scription and modifying operators accordingly.
•

synthesizing an extended algorithm, which incorporates time and resource reasoning capabilities.

This work describes a novel framework called

IPSS

(Integrated Planning and Scheduling System) that

follows the latter approach to solve planning problems with time and multi-capacity resource constraints. In
particular, our approach integrates a classical planner with a constraint-based module that models temporal
and resource features using state-of-the-art CSP (Constraint Satisfaction Problem solving) techniques. In
the subdivision of work with this hybrid schema, the planner drives the search that decides which actions
are in the plan. It receives continuous feedback from the CSP part that represents the temporal features,
like duration of activities and the deadline for a solution, in a temporal constraint network. The CSP
also handles resources usage like agents performing actions that are represented and reasoned upon as
binary resources in a CSP representation (although multi-capacity resources can be also handled). The
two reasoning modules create a continuous loop that shows not only good modeling features, but also an
interesting problem solving performance, as shown in the experimental part of this paper. In addition to
integrated planning & scheduling, the proposed representation and the associated solver are also able to
cope with different quality criteria, control knowledge to reduce the search, and learning tools.
The paper is organised as follows: Section II reviews the main approaches that integrate Planning and
Scheduling. Section III presents the

IPSS

architecture and its components. Then, Section IV presents an

experimental setting and discusses the results. Finally, conclusions and future work are outlined.
II. T HE I NTEGRATION

OF

P LANNING

AND

S CHEDULING

In some real world domains, there is a class of planning problems that contains both the representation
of activities (operators) as well as time constraints (as durations or time windows) and resources (as agents
or fuel). In general, we can solve this class of problems with a planning algorithm or with the integration
of Planning and Scheduling algorithms. In the current literature, the latter approach has evolved along two
lines: Loosely coupled and Strongly coupled algorithms. In this section, we describe these approaches in
some detail.

A. Loosely Coupled Algorithms
Within this approach the two sub-problems of planning and scheduling are solved one after the other.
The planner generates a sequence of atemporal operations that describes the precedence relations among
activities. All the time-related and resource information is removed from the domain, letting the scheduler
handle them. The input plan can be either a Partial Order plan, or a Total Order plan. Total Order plans
are sequences of operator instantiations (activities from the point of view of scheduling). This means a
tight set of precedence constraints for the scheduler. However, not every precedence ordering between
plan steps is necessary for maintaining its consistency, given that sometimes two activities can be executed
in parallel. So, generally, these type of plans (and the planners that generate them [34]) are not the best
candidates for a weak integration. This drawback can be solved using planning algorithms that either
generate Partial Order plans directly [13], [34], or convert Total Order plans into Partial Order plans, by
using a deordering algorithm, as described in [3], [39]. This last solution has a disadvantage: finding an
optimal deordering, an equivalent plan with the minimum number of ordering constaints as well as a plan
with the minimal possible length, is an

NP-hard

problem. It is still possible to remove ordering constraints

in polynomial time until the plan remains feasible and convert it into a minimal deordered plan, which
is not optimal, but might represent a good compromise when the selection of the ordering constraints is
performed under tailored heuristic criteria (in Section III-B.2 we present an example of this criteria). In
other recent integrations such as RealPlan [37], the resource allocation issue is solved separately from the
planning process and the quality of the plan is measured by plan length.
Despite the simplicity of this integration schema, its main drawback is the lack of interaction between
the two solving phases; when there is no solution to the final scheduling problem, a new input plan has
to be generated from scratch and no information is provided from the “scheduling side” to the planning
search, in order to drive it towards a promising solution or to remove infeasible search paths with regard
to the time and/or resource constraints.
B. Strongly Coupled Algorithms
In this approach, planning and scheduling problems are reduced to a uniform representation without the
decomposition over two sequential subproblems as described above. The advantage of this approach is
based on the idea that the reduction of scheduling and planning to a unique formalism facilitates the development of a set of solving algorithms which can achieve full advantage from the sharing of the planning

and scheduling knowledge. The common formalism for representing planning and scheduling problems
is the so-called Constraint Satisfaction Problem [27], which provides a general device for representing
complex states, causal justifications, resource and time constraints. Within the current literature and among
the systems which can be classified in this category, we can mention

HSTS

[28] and I X T E T [22] among

others.
HSTS

[28] is an integrated planning and scheduling system that breaks down a problem domain into a

set of state variables. A state variable represents a component of the working domain which can assume a
set of values over time, each one in a given time interval. The integrated planning and scheduling problem
consists of finding a set of temporal evolutions - that is sequences of interval values assumed over time by
the state variables (components) - which assumes a set of specific values over a set of temporal intervals;
these values are the goals.
I X T E T [22] is a least commitment planner where the time logic relies on a restricted interval algebra
represented by Time Points (TP S) using a Simple Temporal Problem (STP). Given a problem and a set
of tasks (operators), the system generates a solution by successive refinements of the initial problem. A
partial plan is composed of a set of temporal propositions (events, asserts, or resource usage), a time map
(for the management of the temporal constraints post in each instance) and a table of variables (for the
management of constraint posts on plan variables).
Resource conflicts are detected and solved through Minimal Critical Sets analysis [25] of a specific
representation of the temporal constraints. A resource analysis module is integrated into the planning
system to select a certain number of smallest Minimal Critical Sets and compute their minimal resolvers,
whereas the other planning analysis modules focus on threats and pending subgoals.
C. What in Between?
In the current planning literature there are also other systems which adopt a schema for integrating
planning and scheduling which lies in the middle of both classes of systems introduced in the previous
two sections. We mainly identify two trends for planners in this area:
•

GraphPlan [4] based planners can easily extend the graph to represent temporal distances (durations)
by means of time-graphs. Time is specified on each edge of the time-graph through a pair of numbers
indicating the upper and lower bounds of the elapsed times between the TP S represented by the
vertices connected by the edge. Among planners in this group we can mention
SAPA

[15].

TPSYS

[19] or

•

Planners not based on GraphPlan need to integrate methods to represent time to handle temporal
events. It is a common practice to use techniques from the
Satisfaction. In this group, we can mention CRIKEY [23],
in detail in the next section,
CRIKEY

IPSS

CS

area, particularly, Temporal Constraint

VHPOP

or the system that will be explained

[32], [35].

[23] is a temporal planning architecture which aims at recognizing scheduling aspects

in a planning problem instance and dynamically separates these aspects from the strictly logical
constraints. The system is based on
deal with
VHPOP

PDDL 2.2

FF

[24] and a Simple Temporal Network (STN) solver, and can

complexities.

[40] is a Partial Order planner loosely based on

UCPOP

[30]. It is fully compatible with level

1 of PDDL+. There is also support for planning with durative actions (level 3 of PDDL+), and this
is accomplished by adding a
STN

STN

to the regular plan representation of a Partial Order planner. The

records temporal constraints between actions, and supersedes the simple ordering constraints

usually recorded by partial order planners. The use of

STNs

permits actions with duration interval

constraints.
As we will show in the next sections, our working framework is more flexible that the ones described
here. The combination of a planning algorithm and a Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) is a powerful
one: we can easily add search control knowledge, add new inference (propagation) rules to the CSP
representation in order to prune infeasible choices during the search. Our algorithm is more valuable
from an applicative point of view. From the results, it is shown that classical planning algorithms are not
well-suited for reasoning about resource and temporal constraints.
III.

IPSS : A

H YBRID A PPROACH

The goal of our approach was to build a flexible, integrated system capable of planning and scheduling
reasoning. The system is composed of two problem solvers where each one maintains its own knowledge
representation, adequate for the type of reasoning that was required. So, the planner reasons about goals
and operators that achieve those goals and establishes causal orderings among them. The scheduler is
responsible for reasoning about the time and resource constraints of the problem. Hence, the essence of
our problem solving approach is a two-level architecture integrating a constraint-based problem and a
planning component which incrementally build a solution by interlacing planning and scheduling steps.
From a planning point of view, the search process can consider a more abstract vision of the planning

problem (goals, operators and establishing causal orderings among them) because time and resource
reasoning tasks are delegated to the scheduler. Hence, the planning search process is relieved from
establishing preconditions which represent time and resource constraints, which provides benefits in terms
of the planning search complexity. The constraint-based component reasons about fundamental properties
of time and resource constraints, such as satisfaction and entailment (or propagation). It contains and
represents the time and the resource constraints accumulated at some computation step, and supports
various queries and operations over these constraints. Finally, this separation has some obvious software
engineering benefits. It is possible to modify these components independently, e.g., one can easily change
the search strategies of each component once the interfaces have been properly defined.
A.

IPSS

Software Architecture

Figure 1 shows a high level view of the architecture. The left part,

IPSS - P ,

corresponds to the planning

component. It is comprised in the current implementation of two subsystems: a Total Order planner and a
deordering algorithm. The right part,

IPSS - S ,

corresponds to the scheduling component and incorporates

two reasoners: a temporal reasoner based on a Simple Temporal Network (STN) for the time related
reasoning, and a resource reasoner.
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Fig. 1.

IPSS

architecture.

The inputs for the new architecture are the same ones as for the planner (domain theory, problem
description and control knowledge) plus two new ones referring to new capabilities: maximum makespan
and a list of resources to be used.

There are two ways in which the problem solvers interact:
•

Every time the planner applies an instantiated operator, adding it to the current incomplete plan, the
scheduler is called on to identify whether any temporal or resource constraint is violated. If so, the
planner backtracks, removing the operator from the plan. If no constraint is violated, the planning
search continues.

•

At any moment the planner can determine what the status is of resource consumption or temporal
constraints in order to make decisions. Thus, more informative decisions can be made.

In order to implement a first version of this generic architecture, we have used
extension of

PRODIGY

QPRODIGY

[6], an

[38] to handle quality metrics, for the planner component, and a Constraint Based

Scheduler [9], [36] for the scheduling component. In the next sections we describe in more detail each
subcomponent, and then we explain how they are integrated and what knowledge they exchange.
B. The Plan Reasoner
The plan reasoner,

IPSS - P

(see Figure 1), is composed of the

QPRODIGY

planner and the deordering

algorithm. Both will be explained next.
1) The planning algorithm:
ically, QPRODIGY redefines
QPRODIGY,

IPSS - P

is based on a descendant of

PRODIGY4.0

PRODIGY, QPRODIGY

[6]. More specif-

(nonlinear version of the PRODIGY planner). Both, PRODIGY and

explore the same space, using the same decision points on that search tree.

PRODIGY

searches

a state-space bidirectionally, from an initial situation S towards the goals G (when applying the operators),
and vice versa (when performing the subgoaling) [38]. It uses an augmented
incorporates most

PDDL 2.2

STRIPS

representation that

features, plus some others (such as control knowledge language, or functions

for constraining operators variables values).
The difference between

PRODIGY

and

QPRODIGY

is that the latter uses a declarative language for

expressing knowledge about different quality metrics in each domain operator. So the user might define
a list of cost metrics and compute the value for each metric in each operator. There are no predefined
metrics, given that users can define their own. We believe this is conceptually cleaner than defining them
in the effects list as it is currently done in

PDDL.

Also, the user is not constrained by the type of functions

to be used to compute such cost metrics, given that
has cost metrics in the operators,

QPRODIGY

QPRODIGY

can call any arbitrary function. Once it

can also take as input a cost metric and a cost bound for that

metric (optional). Then it performs a branch-and-bound search on top of

PRODIGY,

so that only solutions

with less cost than the cost bound are searched for. If no cost bound is given, it will search for a valid

solution. Also, since

PRODIGY

can search for more than one solution, once it finds the first one its cost

will be the new cost bound for the next solutions.
QPRODIGY,

like

PRODIGY,

follows a four step decision cycle, as shown in Figure 2. First, the system

must decide whether to apply the applicable planning operators to the current situation S (forward mode),
or to work on a goal in G (backward mode). If in forward mode, the first currently applicable operator is
applied if the actual cost of the already applied operators does not surpass the cost bound of the current
cost metric (in

PRODIGY

the operator is applied without having in mind the cost). 2 If in backward mode,

an unachieved goal g ∈ G must be selected. Then, an operator O able to fulfill g must be chosen. And
finally, its unbound variables must be bound. Each one of these four decision points is backtracking points.
So, the user can define control rules (if-then rules) to help the planner to take the right alternative at those
points and avoid backtracking. Control rules can select, reject or prefer alternatives at decision points.
Select and reject rules are used to prune parts of the search space, while prefer rules determine the order
of exploring the remaining parts. First,

PRODIGY

applies all select rules whose if-part matches the current

situation, and creates a set of candidate branches of the search space. Next, it applies all reject rules that
match the current situation and prunes the rejected candidates. Finally, it applies prefer control rules to
determine the order of exploring the remaining candidate branches.
The reasons to choose

QPRODIGY

are manyfold. Among them, we can highlight the possibility of

defining and handling different quality metrics [6], reasoning about multiple criteria [1], flexibility to
easily define new behaviors, capability to represent and reason about general numeric variables on fluents,
definition of functional constraints on variable values in preconditions of operators, explicit definition of
control knowledge as well as its automatic acquisition through different machine learning techniques [38],
or explicit rationale of each problem solving episode through the search tree.
2) Deordering total-order plans:

QPRODIGY

incrementally generates totally ordered plans composed

of the operators that have been applied so far in each search tree node. These plans are usually overconstrained with respect to precedence constraints. So, from a scheduling point of view, in order to
efficiently reason about time and resources it is better if unnecessary precedence constraints are removed
from these partially built total-order plans. Therefore, a deordering algorithm is applied that generates as
output an equivalent partial order (PO) plan, so plans can represent parallel execution of operators. This
2

In the latest versions of

PRODIGY ( FLECS ),

not consider it in this article, though.

this is also a decision point, that determines which ground operator will be applied. We do

Procedure

QPRODIGY

(S, G, M, B, C, P )

S, G, M, B, C, P are the initial state, goals, cost metric, cost bound, control knowledge and plan.
g is a goal
O is an operator name
Ob is an instantiated operator
b is a binding

If there is no more time Then Return P
Else If G ⊆ S
Then If Multiple-solutions=True

Then B ← Oj ∈P cost(Oj , M)
Backtrack (continue search with new cost bound B)
Else Return P
Else (*) Decide using C whether to work in forward or in backward mode:
If in forward mode
Then Select Ob using C, an instantiated operator whose preconditions are true in S

If the cost(Ob, M)+ Oj ∈P cost(Oj , M) < B
Then S =apply(Ob, S)
recompute G
P = P + Ob
Else Backtrack
Else (*) Select a goal g ∈ (G − S) using C
(*) Select an operator O that can satisfy g using C
(*) Select a binding b for grounding O using C
Recompute G
QPRODIGY(S, G, M, B, C, P )

Fig. 2.

QPRODIGY

four steps decision cycle. Steps marked with (*) represent non-deterministic choices; that is, the planner can backtrack

to the corresponding decision point.

is referred to as deordering of the solution.
This module follows a similar approach to the one presented in [39]. It computes causal links among
the operators in the totally ordered plan and identifies threats that might appear among them [31].
•

Causal links generation. Given a new applied instantiated operator O b and a current plan, for
each precondition of Ob , it finds an instantiated operator O b already in the plan that satisfies the
preconditions of Ob . Then, it creates a causal link between Ob , the producer, and Ob , the consumer.
To compute the links, our algorithm starts searching from the first operator applied in the plan (origin).
This heuristic selects producers as close to the origin as possible and tries to minimise the makespan.
We have called it the Minimal Deordered Link heuristic.

•

Threat analysis. If the operator Ob deletes any condition previously established in any link, then the
deordering algorithm decides which threat solving strategy to apply (promotion or demotion). If any
of the other instantiated operators in the plan deletes any condition established in the new links for
the operator, a new causal link is found for the corresponding precondition of the operator, starting
from the next applied operator that satisfies the precondition. This is repeated until there are no more
threats. In the worst-case, the link would be established with the last applied operator.

The complexity of the deordering algorithm is O(n 2 ), n being the number of applied operators.
Let us clarify how this algorithm works with the problem of Figure 3. It belongs to the

ROBOCARE

domain [12]. It is a multi-agent (robots) domain for generating user services for human assistance in a
closed environment such as a health-care institution or a domestic environment. Basically, the domain
consists of robots that have to perform tasks such as clear beds, serve meals, make beds or move people
from one room to another. But there are some restrictions to consider. For example, one agent cannot
perform two operations at the same time; or in order to make the bed, it must be clean.
The problem of Figure 3 has two goals: make beds B1 and B2, using any of the six available agents. B2
is already cleared, but B1 is not. One of the possible solutions given by

QPRODIGY

is shown in Figure 4.

We have added on the left part an operator identifier and on the right part the duration for each operator.
The duration values are internally computed by

QPRODIGY

using the cost functions definitions provided

in the operators in the domain description.
Figure 5 shows the deorderings after each operator in the solution is applied during the search. The
operators whose identifiers are S-OP and F-OP correspond to the initial and goal states respectively and
are numbered as operator 1 and operator 2. As it is shown on the solution to the problem (see Figure 4),

Fig. 3.

A problem in the

ROBOCARE

domain where several agents must make two beds.

3: (make-bed agent7 bed2 room2) --> Dur = 4
4: (clear-bed agent6 bed1 room1) --> Dur = 5
5: (make-bed agent6 bed1 room1) --> Dur = 3
Fig. 4.

QPRODIGY

solution to the problem of Figure 3.

the first applied operator has the identifier number 3, the second operator 4 and so on.
After the planner applies operator 3 or (make-bed agent7 bed2 room2), it calls the deordering
algorithm that generates a causal link that satisfies the preconditions of this operator and it starts from
the S-OP operator. Therefore, a link is established between S-OP and 3. Again, no threat is detected.
When applying the second operator, (clear-bed agent6 bed1 room1) or operator 4, the deordering algorithm generates a link between the origin and the new operator (S-OP → 4). Since operator
3 does not delete any condition established by operator 4, there is no need to calculate the next operator
that supports the preconditions of operator 4.
After applying the last operator (make-bed agent6 bed1 room1) or operator 5, the deordering
algorithm starts looking from operator S-OP, but it does not support its preconditions. So it looks for
operator 3 (it does not support them either) and 4. Finally, it returns the link (4 → 5), which also does not
generate any threat. As a last step, links to the goal operator (or operator F-OP) are added from operators
that achieve the goals (3 → F-OP and 5 → F-OP).
Because in the previous example there are no threats, let us consider that we have just one robot to
perform two activities: make two beds that are clean and placed in two different rooms (see Figure 6).
The solution given by QPRODIGY is shown in Figure 7. Because there is only one resource, the deordering
algorithm will give a

TO

plan as a solution to the deordering process as Figure 8 shows.

As mentioned before, the operators whose identifiers are S-OP and F-OP correspond to the initial and
goal states respectively. After the planner applies (make-bed agent1 bed1 room1) or operator 3,
it calls the deordering algorithm that generates a causal link that satisfies the preconditions of operator
3, (is-agent agent1 room1) and (clear bed1). Therefore, a link is established (S-OP → 3)

Fig. 5.

The deordered solution of Figure 4.

and any threat is detected in this first call. When applying the second operator, (goto-room agent1
room1 room2), the deordering algorithm generates a link between the origin and the new operator
(S-OP → 4) because the preconditions have been met (is-agent agent1 room1). But this link
threatens the previous one because there is a delete effect (not (is-agent agent1 room1)) in
operator 4 that deletes the precondition established in the link (S-OP → 3). The algorithm detects this
situation and establishes, instead, the link (3 → 4) (that is, promotion). The next step is to calculate the
links of operator 5. In this case, just operator 4 establishes the two preconditions of operator 4 (is-agent
agent1 room2) and (clear bed2) so the algorithm adds a (4 → 5) link for each condition. As a

Fig. 6.

A threat example in the

ROBOCARE

domain.

3: (make-bed agent1 bed1 room1) --> Dur = 4
4: (goto-room agent1 room1 room2) --> Dur = 3
5: (make-bed agent1 bed2 room2) --> Dur = 4
Fig. 7.

QPRODIGY

solution to the problem of Figure 6.

last step, links to the goal operator (or operator number F-OP) are added from operators that achieve the
goals (3 → F-OP and 5 → F-OP).

Fig. 8.

The deordered solution of Figure 7.

C. The Scheduler Reasoner
The scheduling problem is represented as a Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) and the scheduler
reasoner, IPSS - S, breaks it in two sub-problems: a basic GROUND - CSP to reason about temporal constraints
and a

META - CSP

to reason on resource constraints (see the right part of Figure 1).

1) The Temporal Reasoner: this component represents the set of temporal constraints as a Simple
Temporal Problem [14]. In particular, significant events such as start/end time of operators are represented
as temporal variables tpi called time points. Each temporal constraint has the form a ≤ tp i − tpj ≤ b,
where tpi and tpj are time points, and a and b are constants. Then, if tp s and tpe are the start and end
time of an operator, Op, its duration constraints can be represented as d ≤ tp e − tps ≤ d, where d is its
duration.
Currently, the

IPSS

architecture supports a set of incremental functionalities for adding and removing

both time points and constraints of the form a ≤ tp i − tpj ≤ b in a Simple Temporal Network (STN). A
further and fundamental function is the verification of the consistency of the set of temporal constraints
represented in an

STN.

These incremental functions are used inside the algorithm of Figure 17, where as

part of the backtracking process, a partial solution can increase and reduce its size many times before a
solution is found. In particular, the sequence of Steps 1.2 and 1.3 can be seen as the generation of new
time points and constraints and Step 1.4 is the consistency checking. The retraction of the last elements is
done in case of failure by the backtracking step. The time complexity for adding (including the consistency
checking) or removing a constraint is O(ne), where n equals the current number of time points and e is
the number of constraints. In fact, we use a Bellman-Ford based implementation for this kind of algorithm
in line with [8].
2) The Resource Reasoner: the previous algorithm only checks temporal inconsistencies, but it does
not check whether plans are using the same resource for performing two actions at the same time. As
introduced above, there have mainly been two ways of handling resources in planning and scheduling:
•

Implicit definition of resources: they are defined as another type of domain (in the best of cases since
in domains such as the blocksworld, the arm is not even defined) and reasoning about them during
planning. Examples are trucks and airplanes, rovers, satellites, etc. This implies that the planner has
to reason about them and a special care has to be taken when defining the domain theory to not allow
the same resource to perform two actions at the same time. While planners that generate

TO

plans

can handle this (no parallel actions), planners that generate Partial Order plans do have problems if
actions requiring the same resource are applied at the same time.
•

Explicit definition of resources: this has been the major approach for schedulers, and this is the
approach we follow in this paper. Actions do not have to specify that an agent cannot do two things
at the same time. We just specify that an agent has a limited capacity.

In the

META - CSP

the resource conflicts are reviewed and addressed. In particular, conflicts are called

peaks [10], [11]. A peak is any subset of overlapping activities requiring the same resource and such that
the sum of the resource requirement is over the resource’s capacity. In general a peak is eliminated by
leveling it; that is, by posting one or more precedence constraints between pairs of activities contributing
to the peak.
The choice of which pair of activities to order is made after the so-called Minimal Critical Set analysis.
A Minimal Critical Set is a resource conflict where each proper subset is not a resource conflict. Hence,
the philosophy under the

META - CSP

is based on isolating Minimal Critical Sets, so a single precedence

relation between any pair of activities in the Minimal Critical Set eliminates the resource conflict. The
META - CSP

is defined by taking the current set of Minimal Critical Sets as decision variables and the set

of precedence constraints that can be feasibly posted between some pair of activities in a given Minimal
Critical Set as the domain of the corresponding variable. If the

META - CSP

has no assigned variables, there

are no remaining resource conflicts and a solution has been found. But if the set of possible orderings of
a conflict is empty then there is no feasible solution.
To limit the number of Minimal Critical Sets, special attention has to be paid to the the

META - CSP

due

to exponential time to complete the computation of the whole set of Minimal Critical Sets. To address
this problem two main ideas have been integrated [10], [11]:
1) After propagation in the GROUND - CSP , the earliest start times of all temporal variables are extracted;
this is used as a basis for computing the Minimal Critical Set (i.e., the

META - CSP ).

2) A polynomial Minimal Critical Sets sampling method is introduced to extract a subset of Minimal
Critical Sets and overcomes the exponential worst case of complete enumeration.
Having generated a Minimal Critical Sets choice set, the next step is to identify one particular Minimal
Critical Set for resolution. If at least one solvable Minimal Critical Set remains, the selected Minimal
Critical Set is removed by selecting and posting an additional precedence constraint between two of the
competing activities in the Minimal Critical Set. In particular, to select and solve a conflict the heuristic
followed is to choose the most constrained variable and set the value (a precedence constraint) that is
least constraining. This is measured by computing the temporal flexibility; that is, the number of temporal
positions that the time variables in a solution may be assigned with respect to each other. The less
flexibility a Minimal Critical Set has, the more critical it is to solve it first. Only those Minimal Critical
Sets closest to an unsolvable state are chosen.

Here is an example that more clearly shows the resources conflict resolution. The problem proposed is
shown in Figure 9. It has two goals: (made bed1) and (made bed2) using the only agent placed in
the same room where the two beds are. To simplify the problem, bed1 and bed2 are cleared.

Fig. 9.

A threat example in the

ROBOCARE

domain.

One of the two possible solutions given by

QPRODIGY

is shown in Figure 10. In the domain definition,

the make-bed operator does not require the agent to be free in order to make a bed; thus, for any
POP

algorithm it could potentially perform both actions at the same time (our deordering algorithm just

computes the links: (S-OP −→ 3), (S-OP −→ 4), (3 −→ F-OP) and (4 −→ F-OP)). So the solution
(make two beds at the same time by the same agent) will not be valid if we do not have in mind the
resource conflicts.
3: (make-bed agent1 bed1 room1) --> Dur = 4
4: (make-bed agent1 bed2 room1) --> Dur = 4
Fig. 10.

The

A

QPRODIGY

IPSS

solution to the problem of Figure 9.

algorithm checks resource conflicts between pairs of activities and imposes precedence

relations between them. Therefore, it is called when more than one operator is on the list of operators
that consume the same resource. Considering agent1 as a resource, we have just one list of operators.
The two operators in the solution are on the same list so, there is a conflict. Because both operators can
be used, the algorithm chooses the precedence ordering given by the planner, that is, it establishes the (3
−→ 4) link.
D. Properties of the

IPSS

Algorithm

In this subsection we analyse the soundness, completeness and admissibility of the
1) Soundness of the

IPSS

algorithm: The head plan construction in

QPRODIGY

IPSS

algorithm.

always returns a valid

plan defined as a sequence of operators that achieves the goals from the initial state. When we use a
quality metric, there is nothing that prevents it from removing soundness given that it only reasons about
cost of solutions and not about goal-operators relationships, so

QPRODIGY

is also sound.

In the case of

IPSS,

it also constructs a head-plan as its precedent and it applies a deordering to the

solution, that is always a valid one because all the causal links are proven to be safe. Each time a new
set of links is computed, the algorithm checks whether any of the previous links are threatened. If this
occurs, we apply any of the methods used in
correct time and resource assignment to the
2) Completeness of the

IPSS

algorithm:

POP

TPs

algorithms to solve threats. Also, the

that compose it. Thus,

PRODIGY

IPSS

TN

provides a

is sound.

is based on bidirectional planning, that is, a com-

bination of goal-directed backward chaining with simulation of plan execution. Experiments have shown
that it is an efficient technique, but it is not complete [18]. In this paper, its authors describe how to make
it complete.
In

IPSS

we are going to analyse each of the layers that we have added to the search in

PRODIGY

in

order to evaluate their degree of completeness.
•

The Meta-CSP layer: calculates the precedence constraints between activities that consume the same
resource. The algorithm has in mind all the activities involved in the consumption of the same
resource, but when there is more than one possible order it chooses the link following a logical
order, that is, if links 3 −→ 4 and 4 −→ 3 are possible, it returns the 3 −→ 4 link because it always
chooses the chronological order imposed by

PRODIGY

in the operators and does not backtrack over

that decision. So the Meta-CSP layer is not complete.
•

The Ground-CSP layer: consists of a propagation algorithm and selection of variables and values.
In [7] it is shown that the propagation algorithm is correct and complete because a TN is arc-consistent
if and only if it is also temporally consistent. This only happens when an assignment of values to
the temporal variables exists. Due to the fact that variables and values assignments are embedded
within a backtracking framework, the

•

CS

algorithm is basically complete.

The Deorder-layer: as described in section III-B.2, the deordering algorithm starts computing the
link that determines that the preconditions of the last operator added to the head plan are supported
by the effects of an operator in the list of applied operators. The links search follows the order of
the operators in the head plan; that is, it starts from the origin and continues until the last operator is
applied. But the use of the Minimal Link Deordered heuristic can sometimes lead to incompleteness
(because we do not backtrack over its decision), so the deordering algorithm is incomplete. If we use
the temporal information that the

TN

returns when we have imposed a temporal horizon, we can see

that any deordering different from the one calculated, (let us call it LR) will be inconsistent if LR

is. The inverse does not necessarily hold. If the Ground-CSP returns an inconsistency for LR, we can
compute another link farther from the one calculated, but the

TN

will again return an inconsistency.

In all the experiments that are presented in the next section we have followed this heuristic and they
show that when

QPRODIGY

finds a solution, so does

3) Optimality, quality and efficiency of the
that it is not complete. So

IPSS

IPSS

IPSS

algorithm:

cannot be optimal. IPSS, as

with the heuristic.
QPRODIGY

QPRODIGY,

algorithm is not optimal given

can improve the quality of the first

solution found, given a time bound, when we set the multiple solution mode. In that case, the makespan
and the cost of the first solution are used as a bound to the next one and so on. With respect to efficiency,
the three layers added to the original algorithm usually increase the time to find a solution, given that the
time needed for computing deorderings and time/resource inconsistencies is O(n 2 ).
E. Some benefits of the approach
Up to now, the only interaction between

IPSS - P

and

IPSS - S

has been by providing new causal links and

inconsistency checks from the scheduling component to the planner component. Given the flexibility of
the approach, we have devised two initial ways of making use of this integration. The first one uses the
temporal network information, and the second one the resource reasoning.
1) Using the temporal reasoner: From what has been described up to now, apart from imposing some
temporal constraints on the operators, the scheduler does not provide anything new for the planner. Given
that for each causal link it always adds the most unconstrained temporal range, from a temporal point of
view, it does not imply any constraint on the computed causal links. If we provide a maximum makespan
(H), then it would be [0,H]. In this case, the temporal and resource reasoners can change the behavior
of the planner, delivering inconsistent solutions. Let us try to solve a different problem of the same
ROBOCARE

Fig. 11.

domain. This is shown on Figure 11 and we will impose a makespan of two time units.

Another example in the

ROBOCARE

domain.

The first stage starts when the planner explores the search space building a node tree with each node
belonging to one of the decision points depicted in Figure 2. The only goal to work on is (made bed)
and the only operator that achieves that goal is make-bed. Let us suppose that the planner chooses A1

as a binding for this operator. The

QPRODIGY

solution for this option is shown on Figure 12.

3: (goto A1 R1 R2) --> Dur = 1
4: (clear-bed A1 bed R2) --> Dur = 1
5: (make-bed A1 bed R2) --> Dur = 1
Fig. 12.

One posible

QPRODIGY

solution to the example of Figure 11.

Because the initial conditions are not yet satisfied, (not (clear bed)) and (in room A1 R1),
the algorithm chooses another operator that achieves the first goal condition, (clear-bed). In order
to clear the bed, the agent and the bed must be in the same room. The algorithm decides to move A1 to
room R2. At this point, the operator (goto) can be applied as the initial conditions are satisfied. The
deordering algorithm is executed and the two time points corresponding to the operator are added to the
STN:

the start (s) and end time (e) of the operator. At step (a) on Figure 13, the Ground- and Meta-CSP

return consistency. The next applied operator is (clear-bed); again it is added to the

STN

with success

(step (b)). But when the next applicable operator is added, (make-bed), the G ROUND - CSP layer returns
inconsistency as it goes beyond the imposed makespan (step (c)). This forces the planner to backtrack
and discard nodes 3, 4 and 5. As a next step, the planner binds (make-bed) with A2. The

QPRODIGY

solution for this option is shown on Figure 14.
The initial conditions are not yet satisfied (not (clear bed)) so the planner chooses the operator
(clear-bed) by A2. At this point, the operator can be applied, the deordering algorithm is called again
and the two time points corresponding to this operator are added to the

STN.

The two

CSP

subsystems

return consistency as step (a) on Figure 15 shows. Then, operator (make-bed) is also applied, deordered
and applied to the

STN

(step (b)) which achieves the goal by the imposed deadline.

The question is where we get this upper limit on the makespan from. We have devised two simple
potential ways of providing it. First, we can impose a maximum makespan H to each problem in a domain
dependent way. As an example, in the

ROBOCARE

domain, it can be computed as:

H = Nop ·

N 
G

NA

(1)

Where in (1) Nop is the number of operators, NG is the number of goals and NA is the number of
agents. Second, the planner we are using,

QPRODIGY,

can compute more than one solution, performing

Fig. 13.

First step in the solution.

6: (clear-bed A2 bed R2) --> Dur = 1
7: (make-bed A2 bed R2) --> Dur = 1
Fig. 14.

The other

QPRODIGY

solution to the example of Figure 11.

a branch-and-bound search. Therefore, the first solution provides a second limit on the makespan given
by the formula and then the makespan can be improved.
2) Using the resource reasoner: The second idea that uses this type of integration consists of providing
resource availability from the resource reasoner to the planner. One of our goals is to minimise the
makespan at the same time that we compute a valid plan. If we use the feedback from the

META - CSP,

we can aim at efficiently using all the available resources. As a first approach to using such feedback, we
have implemented a resource (load) balancing heuristic in the form of domain dependent control rules to
choose resource bindings that minimise the makespan and at the same time avoid resource conflicts.

Fig. 15.

Second step in the solution.

A control rule is a production (if-then rule) that tells the system which choices should be made (or
avoided) depending on the current state. There are three types of rules: selection, preference or rejection.
One can use them to choose an operator, an instantiation of an operator (binding), a goal, or deciding
whether to apply an operator or continue sub-goaling. First, it applies all select rules whose if-part matches
the current situation, and creates a set of candidate branches of the search space that must be considered.
A branch becomes a candidate if at least one select rule points to this branch. If there are no select rules
applicable in the current decision point, then by default all branches are considered candidates. Next, it
applies all reject rules that match the current situation and prunes every candidate pointed to by at least
one reject rule. After using select and reject rules to prune branches of the search space, it applies prefer
control rules to determine the order of exploring the remaining candidate branches.
In

IPSS

the control rules consult the

META - CSP

module through a condition on their left-hand side to

know which resource is used less at that time point.
Figure 16 shows an example of a control rule for the make-bed operator in the

ROBOCARE

domain.

The rule says that IF we have just inserted an operator make-bed (<a0> <b0> <r0>) to achieve
an unsatisfied goal literal (unmade <bb>), the resource-less-used-p meta-predicate implements the consult to the

META - CSP

and the return value is set in the <aa> variable THEN it should

instantiate the variable <a0> with the value <aa> given by the

META - CSP ,

and the value of the <b0>

variable with the <bb> value.
As the results on Section IV show, these control rules can greatly improve the makespan.
(control-rule Bindings_Make-Bed
(if (and (current-goal (unmade <bb>))
(current-operator Make-Bed)
(resource-less-used-p <aa>)))
(then select bindings ((<a0> . <aa>) (<b0> . <bb>))))
Fig. 16.

A

F. The

IPSS

ROBOCARE

control rule to bind resources.

algorithm

In the last sections we have described how each of the different subsystems that compose IPSS works. In
this section, we will describe the
The difference with respect to

IPSS

algorithm. Figure 17 shows a description of the complete algorithm.

QPRODIGY

algorithm (see Figure 2) is highlighted in italics. As explained

in previous sections, if the planner decides to apply an action, instead of immediately applying it, it first
calls the deordering,

GROUND - CSP

and

META - CSP

algorithms. If the new Partial Order plan resulting

from the deordering is time and resource consistent, then

IPSS

applies the operator. If not, it fails, forcing

backtracking.
In this algorithm, the temporal-resource inconsistencies are discovered as soon as they occur and this
is due to the integration between the planner and the scheduler which interchange information at every
decision point. Then, as we show in the experimental section, the possibility of finding better quality
plans increases thanks to the capability of the

CSP

system to perform different kinds of solution analyses

that can be used to guide the planning search.
We observe that, although the

QPRODIGY

planner can handle time and some type of resources (con-

sumable, producible and resources with single capacity), with the

IPSS

algorithm we can:

•

Reason about activities in parallel. This is an important feature when trying to minimise the makespan.

•

Perform different levels of reasoning; that is, we can decide when to reason about resources: during
the planning or scheduling processes or both.

•

Handle multi-capacity renewable resources. Due to the modularity of the approach, we can use any
algorithm in the

META - CSP

without affecting the other subsystems or replace the

(see Figure 1) by any other planning algorithm.

IPSS - P

part of

IPSS

Procedure

IPSS

(S, G, M, B, C, P )

S, G, M, B, C, P are the initial state, goals, cost metric, cost bound, control knowledge and plan
g is a goal, O is an operator name, Ob is an instantiated operator, b is a binding

If there is no more time Then Return P
Else If G ⊆ S
Then If Multiple-solutions=True

Then B ← Oj ∈P cost(Oj , M)
Backtrack (continue search with new cost bound B)
Else Return P
Else (*) Decide using C whether to work in forward or in backward mode:
If in forward mode
Then Select Ob using C, an instantiated operator whose preconditions are true in S

If the cost(Ob , M)+ Oj ∈P cost(Oj , M) < B
Then update the Partial Order plan P due to application of Ob , by deordering
compute new precedence constraints with G ROUND - CSP
If P is time consistent
Then compute new precedence constraints with M ETA - CSP
If P is resource consistent
Then S =apply(Ob , S)
recompute G
P = P + Ob
Else fail
Else fail
Else Backtrack
Else (*) Select a goal g ∈ (G − S) using C
(*) Select an operator O that can satisfy g using C
(*) Select a binding b for grounding O using C
Recompute G
IPSS(S, G, M, B, C, P )

Fig. 17:

IPSS

decision cycle.

IV. E XPERIMENTS
In this section we describe the

IPSS

versions, the benchmark we have used to test, and the obtained

results, by comparing them with other planners.
A. Domains and

IPSS

Configurations

As described in previous sections, we have used the
The

ROBOCARE

domain [12] for the experiments.

domain is one of the domains that considers the object robot as a resource of binary

ROBOCARE

capacity and treats it separately from causal reasoning. The modelling of the

ROBOCARE

domain does

not consider in the operators if the agents are busy doing something else or not. So the solution given by
PO

planners will not be valid. They can generate solutions in which the same agent performs different

actions in parallel, which is impossible, but preconditions of operators do not represent this fact. Planners
that generate sequences of instantiated operations (TO) solve this problem by not allowing the parallel
execution of actions.
The second domain, TI considered is the example of installing a new telephone line as described in [33].
Here, the different activities have to be performed by different workers who should move to the zone
where the spares or lines are, in order to accomplish the work. In this case, workers are also considered
as a resource of binary capacity.
In order to compare our approach against Partial Order planners, we have also coded these domains
forcing each action to require that the agent/worker not be busy performing some other action. After the
execution of the action, the agent (robot/worker) is freed by a dummy action with duration zero (the
free-agent action). In the initial conditions, we have added the predicate (not-busy <robot>) for each
<robot> in the problem (and also for each worker in the second domain). We have called these domains
the

ROBOBUSY

and

TI OCCU

domains. Table I shows the name of each

IPSS

configuration used and a

brief description.
TABLE I
T HE DIFFERENT IPSS

CONFIGURATIONS USED .

Name

Description

IPSS

Integrated planner and scheduler

IPSS - R

IPSS

with load balancing heuristic (section III-E.2)

IPSS - Q / IPSS - R - Q

IPSS

searches for more than one solution using branch and bound

B. Results for the

ROBOCARE

domain

From all the planners of the 3rd International Planning Competition
have chosen

METRIC - FF

competition,

IPSS

that we can compare to, we

[24] for its very good performance. With respect to the type of domains of the

can solve Strips, Time and Complex problem types. The planners that can solve these

types of problems are:
have discarded

3

TP 4

We also discarded

LPG

[21],

MIPS

[16],

SHOP 2

[29],

TALplanner

[26],

TLplan

[2] and

TP 4

[5]. We

because it is an optimal planner and ours is not, so the comparison would not be fair.
TALplanner

to control the search, and

and

SHOP 2

TLplan

because they use domain-specific search control information

because it needs a hand-crafted definition of the domain. But any of

the other mentioned planners could have been used. We have decided to use

LPG, METRIC - FF

and

MIPS.

We randomly generated 11 sets of problems, with 3 problems in each set, increasing the number of
goals (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50). Then, for each set we increased the number of agents (1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50). The total time given to solve each problem (time bound) was 120
seconds.
Given that

LPG

bases its search on a non-deterministic local search, we ran each problem five times,

and considered the best solution, the median solution and the worst solution. This is represented in the
tables by

LPG - Min, LPG - Med

(it will be considered the baseline to compare the results) and

LPG - Max

respectively. Table II and III show the number of solved problems by each planner considering the number
of robots: A1 stands for problems with one agent, A2 with two agents and so on; and goals: G1 stands
for problems with one goal, G2 with two goals and so on. As it can be seen,
efficient planners that solve all problems.
performance is by the
The

IPSS

MIPS

IPSS - R

and

IPSS

FF

and

LPG

are fast and

solve almost all the problems and the worst

planner.

configurations have bad performance when the number of goals is high and when one agent is

used (39 problems are solved vs. 42 in

IPSS-R

and 35 vs. 42 in

IPSS

that also represents bad performance

with two agents). Since none of the added algorithms can provide knowledge that improves the Total
Order behavior, they effectively work as the

QPRODIGY

planner.

Here we have used the makespan as the quality measure to compare the generated plans. We have only
considered the makespan of problems solved by all configurations except for

MIPS

(because it solved

half of the problems). Figure 18 shows the makespan for all problems averaged over each number of
goals. The best results are obtained by
3

http://ipc.icaps-conference.org/

IPSS - R .

It has an improvement of 47% over

FF

and of 17% over

TABLE II
N. OF PROBLEMS SOLVED BY EACH PLANNER VS . THE N. OF

AGENTS ( TIMEOUT

120

SECS ).

System

A1

A2

A3

A4

A5

A6

A7

A8

A9

A10

A20

A30

A40

A50

Solved

%

LPG

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

462

100%

FF

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

462

100%

IPSS - R

27

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

456

99%

IPSS

27

30

32

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

452

97%

MIPS

22

24

27

26

25

25

25

24

24

23

9

0

0

0

253

55 %

TABLE III
N. OF PROBLEMS SOLVED BY EACH PLANNER VS . THE N. OF

GOALS ( TIMEOUT

120

SECS ).

System

G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

G10

G15

G20

G30

G40

G50

Solved

%

LPG

42

42

42

42

42

42

42

42

42

42

42

462

100%

FF

42

42

42

42

42

42

42

42

42

42

42

462

100%

IPSS - R

42

42

42

42

42

42

42

42

42

39

39

456

99%

IPSS

42

42

42

42

42

42

42

42

42

39

35

452

97%

MIPS

30

30

30

33

32

30

26

28

13

1

0

253

55 %

LPG-med.

Figure 19 shows the number of operators used by each planner.
number of operators and the

LPG

FF

obtains the plans with smaller

family with more operators. This is one example of a domain in which

obtaining shorter plans does not imply obtaining better quality. So, we are trading solution length for
quality of solutions in terms of makespan.
Figure 20 shows the time in seconds needed by the systems to solve the problems. In this case,
the

IPSS

configurations have worse performance because

IPSS

is based on

heuristic planner (it does not have domain independent heuristics as

FF

or

QPRODIGY,

LPG

which is not a

have). Also, it is coded

in CommonLisp. Thus, in this case, we are trading time to solve for quality of solutions.
But, it obtains better results in the makespan thanks to not considering the predicates (busy ...) and
(not (busy ...)) in the planning process. In fact, due to the use of the busy predicates, the augmented
number of preconditions needed by the operators tend to create PO solution graphs with a higher number
of links among the operators, with a subsequent possibility of obtaining the longest paths in the graph or,
equivalently, greater makespan for the output solutions. Therefore, it shows that the type of integration we
pursue in this paper provides good results, even when not using the best options for its search strategies.
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Fig. 18: Makespan for all systems in the robocare domain.
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Fig. 19: Number of operators used by each system in the robocare domain.
However, given that both

LPG

and

IPSS

can improve quality over time, and to be fair in the comparison

with respect to time needed to obtain a good solution, we run a second set of experiments in which we
give them the same amount of time to generate better solutions. We have called this the - Q mode. The
total time given to both is 120 seconds.
Figure 21 shows that IPSS - R - Q globally finds solutions as good as LPG - Q configurations. Again it shows
that the planning and scheduling approach can obtain equivalent or better results (with respect to some
criteria) than the ones obtained by one of the best planners in the International Planning Competition.
The fact that we are able to show good results with respect to the makespan means that the deordering
and the temporal reasoning provide an improvement with respect to the sequential choices of the Total
Order planner. Additionally, the planner takes advantage of the feedback from the resource reasoner
through the control rule, improving the use of resources, and then reducing the makespan.
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Fig. 20: Total time to solve the problems in the robocare domain.
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Fig. 21: Makespan for all the systems in the robocare domain running each problem during 120 sc.
C. Results for the

TI

domain

For the second domain, we have randomly generated 11 sets of problems, with 3 problems in each
set, increasing the number of goals (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50). Then, for each set we have
increased the number of workers (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50). The total time given to solve
each problem (time bound) was 120 seconds.
The set of problems for the

TI OCCU

domain is exactly the same as in the

TI

domain with the condition

that in all the problems the availability of the worker must be explicitly set to not-occupied (that is, in the
initial conditions we add the predicate (not-occupied <worker>) for each <worker> in the problem), so
we have added an extra operator to free the worker with duration 0. Tables IV and V show the number
of solved problems by each planner considering the number of workers.
Figure 22 shows the makespan obtained for all the planners in problems solved by all. We have not

TABLE IV
N UMBER OF PROBLEMS SOLVED BY EACH PLANNER IN THE TI DOMAIN FROM A TOTAL OF 429

PROBLEMS GIVEN

120

SECONDS

CONSIDERING THE N . OF WORKERS .

System

W2

W3

W4

W5

W6

W7

W8

W9

W10

W20

W30

W40

W50

Solved

%

LPG

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

429

100%

FF

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

429

100%

IPSS - R

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

429

100%

IPSS

29

32

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

424

98%

MIPS

24

27

26

25

25

25

24

24

23

9

0

0

0

232

54 %

TABLE V
N UMBER OF PROBLEMS SOLVED BY EACH PLANNER IN THE TI DOMAIN FROM A TOTAL OF 429

PROBLEMS GIVEN

120

SECONDS

CONSIDERING THE N . OF GOALS .

included

MIPS

System

G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

G10

G15

G20

G30

G40

G50

Solved

%

LPG

39

39

39

39

39

39

39

39

39

39

39

429

100%

FF

39

39

39

39

39

39

39

39

39

39

39

429

100%

IPSS - R

39

39

39

39

39

39

39

39

39

39

39

429

100%

IPSS

39

39

39

39

39

39

39

39

39

39

35

424

98%

MIPS

30

29

29

30

29

27

23

25

10

0

0

232

54 %

in the graphs due to the low percentage of problems solved, but, if considered, it achieves

the worst results in makespan and time, although it generates plans with less number of operators than
LPG.

The best results are obtained by

makespan is, as expected, by

FF

IPSS - R

and

because it is a

LPG - Min.

TO

Then,

LPG - Med, LPG - Max, IPSS

and the worst

planner.

An important feature of our system that the rest of the

IPC

state of the art planners do not incorporate

is the ability to impose temporal windows on the goals. This is a very critical problem in workflow and
other real systems, because in most cases the activities that have to be performed will not be valid if
they are not executed in a specific temporal horizon. For example, it is common in telecommunication
companies to agree to install a telephone line in 2 days, so plans whose execution takes more time are
not valid.
To test this type of problem we have not generated any sets but we show how

IPSS

works through an

example. Because we can set the temporal windows in the operators or in the goals, we have decided to
impose temporal constraints on the goals for clarity.
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Fig. 22: Makespan for

FF , LPG, IPSS

and

IPSS - R

in

TI.

Let us consider a problem with 5 workers (W1, W2, ..., W5) who have to perform 5 goals: checking
five spare line cards (SP0, ..., SP4). The spare lines represented with double circle also need to set the
spare pair of wires. Once they are set, the worker can check the line. Figure 23 shows the disposition of
the spare lines, the workers and the communication among the different zones.

Fig. 23: Initial conditions for the temporal window example.
For simplicity all the activities have a unit duration. We will impose temporal windows on three of the
four goals as Figure 24 shows. The first goal has to start before or at three time units, the second goal
should start at or after one time unit, the third goal can start at anytime and the fourth goal should be
contained in the interval (0 3).
The solution that

IPSS

finds to the problem of Figure 23 is shown in Figure 25. It achieves a solution

fulfilling all goal constraints.

((check line spare1) before 3)
((check line spare2) after 1)
(check line spare3)
((check line spare4) within (0 3))
Fig. 24: Temporal windows imposed to the goals.
Start-Time

End-Time

Operador

0

0

(s-op)

0

1

(goto_zone worker1 zone3 zone0)

0

1

(goto_zone worker5 zone1 zone2)

0

1

(set_spare_available worker3 spare4 zone2)

0

1

(check_line worker4 spare3 zone0)

1

2

(set_spare_available worker1 spare1 zone0)

1

2

(check_line worker3 spare4 zone2)

1

2

(set_spare_available worker5 spare2 zone2)

2

3

(check_line worker5 spare2 zone2)

3

3

(f-op)

#<THIS result: 0.293925 secs, 1 sol, 8 this-cost, 3 this-makespan>

Fig. 25: The solution to the temporal windows example.
V. C ONCLUSIONS

AND

F UTURE W ORK

In the AI Planning field two different approaches have been used to solve problems with time and
resources. The first, more traditional, approach uses predicates for the action duration and resource
availability. The second approach consists of the integration in the planning module of structures and
algorithms to manage time and resource availability. All classical planners use the first option but the
search space grows with problem complexity. In this paper, we have described

IPSS

that is based on a

classical planner that uses constraint-based reasoning and extends the reasoning capabilities with a hybrid
integration. The main idea is to integrate planning and scheduling having two systems which incrementally
build a solution running in parallel, a planner and a time-resource reasoner. Information is “continuously”
exchanged between these two systems, such that temporal and/or resource inconsistencies are discovered

as soon as they occur and inform the planner search when to prune choices that lead to either temporal
or resource inconsistencies.
We have modified the default search strategy of the planner that searches for optimized Total Order
plans to a strategy which searches Partial Order plans under time and resource constraints with the
goal of minimising the makespan of the final solution. The experiments described in Section IV show
improvements with respect to some state of the art planners with a good balance between efficiency and
quality. The most important features of
•

IPSS

are:

An integration mechanism such that the planning (scheduling) search process can be incrementally
driven by information discovered during the scheduling (planning) search.

•

It is implemented in a modular way, so we can easily change any of its components. In particular,
when a component is targeted for solving a particular subproblem, it is possible to change the degree
of reasoning that can be given to each subproblem.

•

It is easy to add control knowledge, metrics and learning to the system.

IPSS,

as a

QPRODIGY

descendant, can use any of the modules implemented for improving its quality or any other learning
technique. For example, we have modified the default behavior of IPSS for load balancing of resources.
•

We can delegate the planner just the solution of the temporal aspects of the problem, leaving
the resource assignments to the scheduler, or let the scheduler solve both the time and resource
assignments.

•

The proposed representation and the associated solver are also able to cope with different quality
criteria, control knowledge to reduce the search, and learning tools.

The results in this paper pave the way for further development of hybrid integration. In particular, we
are interested in understanding how different information that is exchanged between two modules can
reflect on the performance of different solvers that use this schema. Additionally, we are interested in
using some learning tools to generate control knowledge for the correct decisions made during the problem
solving and, again, generating different solvers with additional capabilities.
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